In the present paper, a new design method for continuous-time powersymmetric active RC filters for Hybrid Filter Bank (HFB) is proposed. Some theoretical properties of continious-time power-symmetric filters bank in a more general perspective are studied. This includes the derivation of a new general analytical form, and a study of poles and zeros locations in s-plane. In the proposed design method the analytic solution of filter coefficients is solved in sdomain using only one nonlinear equation Finally, the proposed approximation is compared to standard approximations. It was shown that attenuation and group delay characteristic of the proposed filter lie between Butterworth and elliptic characteristics.
Introduction
Many continuous-time signals have a low level in nature, such as the output of sensors, moreover hybrid filter bank have been often used for time-frequency decomposition, processing, recognition, and storage [1 -3] . In addition to these applications, the hybrid filter bank (HFB) is suitable for high resolution conversion between continuous-time and digital signals. The HFB associated also with analog to digital conversion working at lower sample rates in comparison with the Nyquist sampling rate of the input signal [4 -8] . They are inspired from perfect or near perfect reconstruction digital filter bank that use digital filter for both analysis and synthesis filter bank. Several methods have been developed using IIR digital filters to design filter bank [9 -12] . Thus, the HFBs are an unconventional class of the filter banks that employs both analog and digital filters [13 -15] . Their sensitivity to aliasing and mismatch, component tolerances, will have a strong impact on analysis property of the filter bank and thus on the performances of the continuous-time to digital conversion process.
The principle of a continuous-time linear hybrid two channel filter bank is shown in Fig. 1 . The system consists an continuous-time analysis two channel filter bank, uniform samplers, quantizers, upsampler and a discrete-time synthesis filter bank. The input continuous-time signal ( ) x t is supposed to be strictly bandlimited to / s T  , where s T is the sample period of the system. In this case, the Nyquist criterion for sampling with an effective sampling period of s T without aliasing is fulfilled.
The analysis filter bank consists of the low-pass filter 0 ( ) H s and high-pass filter 1 ( ) H s . Both filters have the same pass-band edge and split the spectrum of the band limited input signal ( ) x t by the factor of 2. The sampling and quantization takes place at the output of the analysis filters with the twice lower sampling frequency 1 / (2 ) s T . The quantized signal goes into a linear discretetime synthesis filter bank, which generate a single signal ( ) y n from upsampled by and interpolated signals. The up samplers are used to retain the desired Nyquist sampling rate 1 / s T .
The synthesis filter bank is formed by discrete-time synthesis filters 0 ( ) F z and 1 ( ) F z . It is known that discrete-time IIR filters of odd degree can be realized as the sum of two stable all-pass filters with real coefficients having no common poles [16 -18] . It is known that discrete-time synthesis filter bank composed of two real allpass filters can be implemented with low complexity structures that are robust to the finite word length. The continuous-time filters chosen to build the analysis filter bank play an important role in the performance of the hybrid filter bank. Furthermore, two channel hybrid filter bank can be easy used for design K-channel hybrid filter bank based on a tree structure. For the definition purposes, consider a continual prototype lowpasshighpass filter pair, denoted by 
or at real frequency j s  
For this pair, the angular frequency 1 c   , where Transfer function sets which are simultaneously all-pass complementary and power complementary are termed doubly complementary. All doubly complementary filter pair can be expressed as the sum of stable allpass filters such as the Butterworth and the elliptic filters. The other classical approximation cannot form a double complementary pair.
New efficient approximation of the continuous-time doubly complementary filter pair is proposed in this paper. The realization, based on the continuoustime allpass filters, which validate this approach is also presented.
Rational Transfer Function
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the rational transfer function to be suitable for the realization of the continuous-time two channel filter banks are given in this section. In general, the squared magnitude characteristic of the lowpass prototype in the s-plane is expressed in the form known as Feldtkeller equation [21, pp. 196-204 ]:
where the filter characteristic function ( ) K s is a rational function with real coefficients. Since poles of characteristic function are zeros of the transfer function, the polynomial in the denominator of characteristic function contains only even power of s, but the polynomial in nominator may contain either an only even or only odd power of s. For power symmetric filter design, at normalized passband edge frequency j s   the characteristic function is equal to one, then the insertion loss of filter at this frequency is 3.0103 dB. In fact, Butterworth, Chebyshev1, Chebyshev2, and elliptic filters are introduced in this form, and the filter properties are governed in a way where ( ) K s is chosen [22] . Only Butterworth and elliptic filters satisfy all-pass complementary and power complementary properties. Therefore, the approximation problem is to find the real coefficient characteristic function such that the resulting transfer function can be represented as an all-pass complementary filter pair.
The following text presents the conditions that should satisfy the rational form ( ) K s which make ( ) H s as a double complementary filter pair.
Lemma 1. The rational transfer functions
Proof. Since this property in the z-domain is satisfied [23] , we will show that this property also satisfied is in the s-domain. For (4) we have
where
Clearly, this is equal to one if and only if
This lemma is proved.
Based on the preceding result it is possible to develop a general analytic form for ( ) K s which is suitable for continuous-time power symmetric filter design.
The problem now is to find the location of the pole or zero factors such that equiripple behavior is achieved in both the passband and the stopband. 
we have Elliptic filters which is also power-symmetric. Chebyshev filters cannot be powersymmetric because they have ripples only in the passband or stopband.
Lemma 3. Let ( )
H s be a rational with real coefficients power symmetric filter function, then all poles of it are restricted to be on the unit circle.
Proof. Since ( ) K s has the form (7), its poles are restricted to be on the imaginary axis, then power symmetric 0 ( ) H s implies (8) and (4) can be rewritten as
At pole frequencies of ( ) H s the denominator of the expression (9) is zero, that is
In view of the real-coefficient assumption at
On the unit circle in the s-plane
So, the quantity
has unit-magnitude on the unit circle, then all poles of ( ) ( ) H s H s  are on the unit circle. Thus, the denominator of ( ) H s is a mirror image polynomial, which satisfies the following condition ( )
Lemma 4. A filter pair
, is an all-pass-complementary filter pair of transfer functions, i.e., a par satisfied
where 1 ( ) A s is an stable all-pass transfer function. Then, the following equation is also automatically satisfied 
G s H s H s H s H s H s H s H s H s
because filter pair It is interesting to note that only continuous-time filters of odd degree can be realized as a real coefficient all-pass sum. Transfer function of the lowpass filter is
and of the highpass filter
The 
]
The magnitude frequency response of the filters is determined by the difference of allpass phases, and the phase frequency response of the filters is given by the sum of the allpass phases.
Approximation
The magnitude-squared response of the proposed N-th degree characteristic function (7) with multiple pair of zeros ( 
. The magnitude squared transfer function is given by the equation (4) which at real frequencies j s   has the form Unknown frequency 0  should be determined so that the minimum attenuation min a at frequency m  in the stop-band has proposed value.
Therefore, two unknown frequencies 0  and m  can be determined by solving two nonlinear equations:
Newton-Raphson algorithm [28, 29] is applied to solve the system of two nonlinear equations (21) . In this method two initial value 
Since the minimum stopband attenuation s R is given in dB, then The result is obtained after a few iterations.
Performing analytic continuation js    , equation (20) 
Poles of the magnitude-squared transfer function (24) are zeros of the denominator
The symbolic tool (Matlab or Matematica) can be performed to find the roots of the equation (25) . However, the polynomial (25) is image mirror polynomial which can be rewritten in following form 
Since the transfer function is stable, its poles will be those of the magnitude-squared transfer function that lie in the left half plane of complex frequency space. The transfer function is given by 2 
Using the described procedure, transfer functions for 7 n  and for three different values of flatness at origin, where ω p represents pole frequency and q refers to the pole quality factor.
In the illustration in Fig. 4 the seventh order Butterworth filter and elliptic filter with minimum stopband attenuation of 40 dB are compared with two corresponding filters of proposed design which have three (k = 3) and five (k = 5) flatness at origin. It is well known that the performances of all allpole and rational approximations lie between Butterworth and elliptc approximation. The aim of this comparison is to show the position of the proposed approximation in the area between these two approximations.
The critical pole quality factor of proposed approximation increases if flatness at origin decreases, and for nine degree new approximation for k = 1 and min 40 a  dB it is 4.6704. These values lie also between Butterworth and elliptic approximation. Critical pole quality factor for Butterworth and elliptic filter with 40 dB minimum stopband attenuation are 2.2469797 and 6.7540917, respectively. The all-pass sections, which are used to realize the analysis part of the HFB are listed in Table 2 in factored form. The denominator polynomial in the allpass sections is a Hurwitz polynomial, but the nominator polynomial has righthalf plane zeros that are mirror images around the imaginary axis of left-half plane poles.
Pole-zero plot of transfer function and its two allpass functions are shown in Fig. 5 . Poles of all-pass functions are at the same time the poles of the transfer function.
In 1 ( ) A s are included the outermost pole pair, the third outermost pole pair, and so on (see the pole pair tagged with  on the Fig. 5 ). The remaining pole pairs belong to 2 ( ) A s .
The transfer function of an even degree is not suitable for complementary decomposition because it allpass transfer functions have complex coefficients. Therefore the order of allpass subfilters must differ by 1.
Implementation
In this section we discuss the design of continuous-time part of two channel hybrid filter bank based on all-pass active RC structure. All-pass transfer functions are non-minimum phase transfer function i.e., they have zeros in the right half of the complex-frequency plane.
Basically, there are two implementation manners of realizing such continuous-time allpass filter circuits. One alternative is the passive implementation, consisting of only passive components like capacitors and inductors. A number of passive circuit topologies exist, which can be used for this purpose, for instance the second-degree all-pass lattice structure with constant resistance properties or bridged-T structures [31] . The transfer function zeros are tagged with .
The number 2 indicates that it is double-zero.
The other alternative is the active implementation, consisting of active devices like operational amplifiers, operational transconductance amplifier [32] or current conveyor [33, 34] . Through the application of active components, it is possible to omit the bulky and costly inductor components, as well as provide more freedom in the shaping of the filter characteristic. The active RC realization by cascading first and second order section (biquad) is proposed in this paper. The biquad can be realized with single or more operational amplifiers. The single amplifier biquad (SAB) lowpass and highpass filter will be discussed in this section. The SAB networks are canonic because these employ two capacitors only.
The continuous-time part of hybrid filter bank is initially designed for a normalized frequency 1 c   , and then frequency transformation is performed to obtain the desired c  . Impedance scaling may also be applied for more convenient component values.
The single amplifier all-pass network first degree and the Delyiannis second degree multiple feedback all-pass network are given in the Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively [35, chap. 4] . It is assumed that the ideal operational amplifiers are used. This all-pass type can be used for section Q-factor between 0 and 20, and it does not provide gain. The basic aim is to implement the circuits of Fig. 6 in one operational amplifier.
The circuit on the Fig. 6a is referred as the first-degree grounded capacitor allpass network that implements one real pole and one real zero. The transfer function for the circuit shown in Fig. 6 is as follows: Transfer function of allpass network second degree, assuming ideal operational amplifier, is as follows 
Since experience has indicated that required Q-factors are usually well under 20, then network shown in Fig. 6b is suffice in this implementation.
From (30) we obtain the following initial circuit component values
Fig . 7 shows the nine-degree two channel continuous-time filter bank using first and second degree single amplifier all-pass section given in Fig. 6 . This scheme does not require the trimming of capacitors because the measured values of the capacitors can be used to compute the values of the resistors which are then trimmed to the desired values.
The low-pass prototype that will be used to design two channel filter bank is: The standard scaling summing amplifier is used to summing output voltages 1 We have to perform a simulation of the two channel continuous-time filter bank with component values shown in Fig. 7 . Pole-zero plot is given in the Fig. 8 . The transfer function poles are tagged with  and +, and multiple zero is tagged with . The number 3 indicates that it is triple-zero. Zeros tagged with  an  are are related to all-pass function 1 ( ) A s and 2 ( ) A s , respectively.
The lowpass and highpass impulse responses for a nine-degree proposed analysis filter bank can be seen in Fig. 9 . The picture shows the ideal impulse response and impulse response when the component filters are rounded to the three digits. The error which results from quantizing the component values to 3 digits also shown in Fig. 9 , where it can be seen that three digits are sufficient to maintain an impulse response error less than 0.004 for both impulse responses. Better results can be obtained by trimming resistors of the filter so that at the phase difference at a frequency of the zero 0  between 1 ( ) v t and 2 ( ) v t is  radians. Trimming of all-pass sections 1 A and 2 A is usually done by successively applying a sinusoidal input signal at frequency 0  (normalized value is 1.257) and measuring the phase difference of the output signals. The Lissajous figure can be used for easy find  radians phase shift [36] . Lissajous figure is obtained with the oscilloscope in its x-y mode with the output 1 ( ) v t tied to the x channel and the output 2 ( ) v t tied to the y channel.
Other architecture can be used for the second degree all-pass filter implementation. For example, a class of biquadratic building blocks with two operational amplifiers can be used for the implementation of all-pass function [37] . This dual amplifier biquads is particularly favorable for practical applications.
Conclusion
A new class of continuous-time filter structures has been presented, which can be used for efficient implementation of the hybrid two channel filter bank. The conditions required to be satisfied by the transfer functions, so as to two channel filter bank can be implemented as a parallel connection of two all-pass filters, are listed. The transfer function is characterized by multiple zero at real frequencies in the stopband. The multiplicity of zero acts as free parameter which can adjust selectivity of the filter.
If filter degree is odd, all-pass functions have real coefficients, but for even filter degree the all-pass function involve the implementation the complex coefficients.
The proposed filter approximation of degree nine as all-pass sum is implemented. The all-pass filter is formed as the cascade of first and second degree sections. The Delyiannis single amplifier second degree all-pass network is used to implemented second degree sections. The finite gain-bandwidth product of the operational amplifier is not analyzed.
The efficiency of the proposed design has been demonstrated by means of an complete design example. The nine-degree filter using simple amplifier biquad for design all-pass sections is implemented. It is shown that rounding component values to three digits produces impulse response absolute error less than 0.004.
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